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CO-COMPILER’S NOTE
This discourse of my beloved Abbaajee was delivered during the
month of Ramadaan after Salaatul ‘Asr. It is one part of a series of
some fifteen discourses given on the VIRTUES OF DHIKRULLAAH. This
discourse started with the Khutbah and Aayat of Dhikr, and through
the will of Allah  ﷻthe topic digressed into various spiritual facets,
with the main aspect being the importance of learning or knowing the
Urdu language. Perhaps the ‘meat’ of the topic was Ilhaami
(Inspirational from Allah )ﷻ, then again, which of my Abbaajee’s
topics or discourses are not Ilhaami. Probably it was the Talab (desire)
of one or more of those present in that Majlis (gathering), of wanting
to really know what the meanings of the Ash’aar that Abaajee was
referring to – those that are recited during Dhikr. However, for
whatever reason, Abbaajee makes it abundantly clear as to why the
Urdu language is so important. This was that catalyst which prompted
this lowly servant into the compilation of the Kitaab Thanaa-eHameed, wherein the meanings of the Ash’aar are translated for the
benefit of those who do not understand Urdu.
I thank my beloved Abbaajee, and Hazrat Moulana Qari Abdullah
Daamat Barakaatuhum for having afforded this lowly being the
opportunity of co-compiling, and editing this works. I also plea to the
readers for their kind Duaas for my family and I.
Abu Muhammad
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The effort put into this Kitaab is dedicated to my dear, dear friends
who taught me what Khidmat is, and how to make Khidmat of my
beloved Sheikh. Yes, they held onto my index finger while I struggled
to walk, and when I started walking, they thrust me forward,
themselves staying behind. My Duaa is . . .

ي
اقےکوہ ڑھچباوہااست ي
تي ي د
امےہ ب ي
خدارکے ک ي ت ي ومڑہرپلمرک ي
ديا
حرانرک ي
Jazaakallaahu Khair
Abu Muhammad.
Note: Urdu poems have been scripted and meanings deliberately not
given, because it is intended for those who understand to enjoy, and
for those who don’t understand to create a burning desire, because
you don’t know what you are missing!

اين يکرحارتواولےن
دجسموتانبديشرھبام يم ي ا
نم اانپ رپابا با يپ ےہبروس ں يم امنزي نب ہن اکس
کاوخب ي
انسوس ےن يپام دبيا
امرےفييسل وک
ي
ي

وت با م وبسن اک اجحزي ےہ رپ دل اک اجحزي نب ہن اکس
اابقل برااپدييسک ےہنم باوتں ےم وم ہ ےلباےہ
اتفگر اک وت يي اغزي انبرگدار اک اغزي نب ہن اکس
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LESSONS FROM SAFARS WITH MY ABBAAJEE
This is one aspect that I miss immensely of late, Safars (travels) with
my Beloved Abbaajee. O for those times when we travelled the length
and breadth of the country, with my Abbaajee sitting next to me in the
passenger’s seat and . . . silence! Sometimes for hours on end, me
concentrating, and making earnest Duaa, “Oh Allah ﷻ, with Your
Fadhl and Karam, please transfer that which is in my Abbajee’s heart,
into my heart”. For those who made those Safars with us will surely
remember the nostalgia, but more than that, those who are the
“OOLUL ALBAAB”, picked up the lessons that were made apparent, as
well as those lessons that were taught in silence. The lessons that were
taught in silence were the most enjoyable, because there was, and still
is this language shared with my beloved Abbaajee of a ‘conversation
without words’ and an expected ‘end result’, which after achieved
gives ecstasy, because all the while you are pursuing ‘instructions of
silence’ not knowing if you are acting on something instructed or
‘barking up the wrong tree’. Aah! May Allah  ﷻgrant my beloved
Abbaajee the highest stages of Jannat for among the many, many
qualities, his quality of teaching me in silence!

Some lessons from a Safar come to mind when we made a Safar to
Durban. On the journey was Abbaajee, Moulana Yusuf Surtee from the
UK, my beloved and dear Brother Muhammad Bham and I. The Daarul
Uloom in Newcastle was having their Annual Jalsa, and we had to stop
in Newcastle, at the Daarul Uloom because Moulana Yusuf Saheb
5
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intended staying there for the weekend. We subsequently continued
the journey to Durban, and upon completion of the Safar, as we were
about to leave, Hazrat Moulana Naeem Motala Saheb Daamat
Barakaatuhum, the son-in-law of Hazrat Moulana Yunus Patel Saheb
� , called me aside and told me that while we are on Safar, I should
request that Abbaajee make a Khaas (special) Duaa for him (this will be
discussed in lesson number 1 below). I assured him that I would do so.
As was Abbaajee’s routine during those days, Abbaajee would recite
the Duaas of Safar, read a bit on his Tasbeeh, place the backrest of the
seat at a comfortable angle and sleep (this will be discussed in lesson
number two). We reached Newcastle as the sun was setting, and as
usual, this was an uncanny trait of Abbaajee, a phenomenon I still can’t
explain, that Abbaajee would sleep, and just as we are about entering
a town, Abbaajee would wake up. This happened consistently and
invariably during all Safars. So, just as we were entering Newcastle,
Abbaajee got up. I then explained Hazrat Moulana Naeem Saheb’s
request to Abbaajee, and very unusually, Abbaajee said in his soft,
compassionate tone, “Achhaa”, and he raised his hands and made
Duaa. This was very unusual, as Abbaajee would normally say, “Insha
Allah”, and not do or say anything further. What was said in the Duaa, I
know not, but what I do know is that saturated dripping Ghibta
(spiritual envy), that I should have requested for Duaa for myself
instead of Hazrat Moulana Naeem Saheb. Looking at Moulana Naeem
Saheb today, and the work of Deen that is being taken by Allah ﷻ, I
would die to be a ‘fly on the wall’ to have overheard what Duaa was
made for Moulana Naeem Saheb. Lesson 1, is always request for Duaas
from the pious
6
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We then got into Newcastle, performed our Maghrib Salaat at the
Daarul Uloom, and proceeded the journey back to Benoni, via the
Memel route. It was a moonless night, and on two or three occasions I
turned the car lights off to see the effects of the darkness, and I swear
it was dark, pitch dark. We reached Benoni and spent the night there.
The next day at breakfast, Hazrat Moulana Yusuf Saheb asked me in
the presence of my Abbaajee and all the others as to how I managed
to drive through that lonely dark road without a sound, my answer –
with the help of the light of love – the love of my beloved Sheikh.
There was a Jalsa that was held on that day at one of the Institutions.
Abbaajee was scheduled to give a talk there. While driving there,
Abbaajee taught us some etiquettes of a Majlis (gathering), and made
known that we were all tired of the extensive travel, and we needed
rest so we should leave early. Hence, we should sit very scattered
more towards the rear, and when we saw Abbaajee stand we should
leave one or two at a time, so that it doesn’t look like we all stand up
en mass and leave, which would look rude and it may also be
interpreted as we were leaving in protest. The above is lesson number
three.
At the Jalsa was a play, a play acted on debate between a group of
Sunni Muslims, and another group of Shias. Where the Muslims give
their part the Shias would give their Aqaaid (Beliefs). The play was
fantastic. I thoroughly enjoyed it. The debate was in Urdu with a lot of
Shaayari (poetry), that I hadn’t heard in my life. It was mind boggling,
and I thought that whoever wrote this debate had done an excellent
job of portraying the deficiencies – deficiencies is putting it mildly, I
would say the total misbelief of the Shias.
7
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The time came when Abbaajee stood up, we all got the cue,
Muhammad Bham and I also got up, but we didn’t do our bit
appropriately for which we got compassionately reprimanded. When
we were in the car, on the way back, our host from Benoni then
expressed his enjoyment regarding the Muslim/Shia debate, and
Abbaajee explained. Outwardly this debate seemed educational and
thouroughly enjoyable. It also exposed the wrong beliefs of the Shias,
but during the time of Hazrat Mufti Mahmood Saheb �, a similar
debate had taken place, where Hazrat was present, and such debates
are detrimental to our Iman. Firstly those debating as Shias are
debating as per the Shias Aqaaid of Kufr (disbelief), what if their Maut
(death) takes place at that time albeit in the form of a play? Also, after
the play, those who debated ‘for the Shias’ made Taubah for what they
said, explaining to the attendees of the Jalsa that it was a means of
explaining to the public the Shia Aqaaid, but what gets said and when
the time for Duaas are accepted a Kufr expression is mentioned and
gets accepted, that person could lose his Iman. Also, the public have
got ‘minds of their own, and the way it is played out compared to the
way it is interpreted by Zaid can cause Zaid to incline towards Shiaism
and he could lose his Imaan. Now for lesson 2. We were returning from
a sad occasion, after having performed Salaatul Janaazah for my very
dear Saathie, Hazrat Moulana Ahmed Seedat Saheb �. I noticed
throughout the journey from Azaadville to Rynsoord and back,
Abbaajee was constantly engaged in ‘Ibaadat, Hazrat made Tilaawat of
the Quraan Shareef, then, taking out his Tasbeeh, Abbaajee made
constant and continuous Tasbeehaat. What I explained further up is
that Abbaajee would read a little on the Tasbeeh, put the backrest at a
8
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comfortable position, and sleep. I ‘grew up’ watching Abbaajee
develop this feat, even with Nafl ‘Ibaadaat. Unlike my shift from a
‘Bahr-e-Kaahil’ (Dead Sea) type of ‘Ibaadat on the one day to a ‘soda
water’ type of ‘Ibaadat’ the next. Lesson 2, increase your Nafl, ‘Ibaadat
in stages. One weekend Safar, four invaluable lessons, among others
not mentioned. Makes you think, doesn’t it.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LEARNING THE URDU LANGUAGE
:  الحدهلل وكفى وسالم على عبادِه الّلذين اصطفى امابعد فقدقاهللا تباركوتعالى
ً ب َل إِلَ َه إِ َل ه َُو َفا َتخ ِْذهُ َوك
ً ك َو َت َب َت ْل إِلَ ْي ِه َت ْبت
ِيال
ِ ِيال َرب ْال َم ْش ِر ِق َو ْال َم ْغ ِر
َ َو ْاذ ُك ِر اسْ َم َر ِّب
ً ون َواهْ جُرْ ُه ْم َهجْ رً ا َجم
ِيال
َ ُ َواصْ ِبرْ َعلَى َما َيقُول
We have, as previously discussed, that Zhikrullah should be made at a
time when one feels most at ease in all conditions, such as, one should
not have over ate, nor be hungry, also one should not be tired, or
sleepy, but one should be absolutely in comfort and at ease. One
should also be seated in a place which is quiet and peaceful, where no
disturbance will distract one. The manner in which one should sit is
cross-legged, and preferably facing the Qibla, and one should be in a
state of Wudhu. Before starting with the Zhikr, one must recite Durood
Shareef, and thereafter make Muraaqabah (ponder) over the following
portion of an Aayat (verse) of the Quraan Shareef: ْْ  َف ْاذ ُكرُونِي أَ ْذ ُكرْ ُكم.
What we mean when we recite this is that we are remembering Allah
ﷻ, and Allah  ﷻis remembering us. We should also ponder that the
Malaikah (Angels) are surrounding us at the time while making Zhikr.
Mullah ‘Ali Qari �, mentions a few reasons as to why the Malaikah
leave their lofty positions and throng around the Zhaakir (one who is
engaged in Zhikr – the remembrance of Allah ﷻ, and admire him, the
first reason is that they – the Malaikah – objected to the creation of
Insaan (Mankind), when Allah  ﷻcreated Aadam �. Their objection
stem from their thought that Mankind will commit bloodshed, and
cause havoc on earth. However, this same creation, whose creation
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the Malaikah had objected to, seen by them making Zhikr of Allah ﷻ.
Secondly, they have got so much to occupy themselves with, they have
so many commitments, like having to earn a living, look after the
needs of their spouses, whether it be the cooking, looking after the
children, cleaning, paying the electricity bills, seeing to the needs of
their children, their Madrasah, their clothes, yet, they take time out to
make the Zhikr of Allah ﷻ. The Malaikah say that they, themselves,
do not have as many commitments as Insaan have, therefore, they can
easily have the time and occupy themselves making the Zhikr of Allah
ﷻ, yet these people, who have so much to occupy them, are
remembering Allah ﷻ. Thirdly, Insaan haven’t seen Jannat (Paradise),
and Jahannam (Hell), they haven’t seen Allah ﷻ, yet they make
Zhikrullah. Therefore, these are things we should ponder about, but
yet realise, “What am I . . . I am nothing, yet Allah  ﷻis remembering
me in a much more sublime, more superior gathering, the gathering of
the Malaikah. In fact, Allah  ﷻboasts about the person making
Zhikrullah to the Malaikah.
We should thereafter commence with the Zhikr. Very important is the
learning of the Ash’aar (Poems), which are said in the Zhikr. These are
not confined to the Ash’aar that we say here, when making Zhikr. Each
person has their own taste. Any good Ash’aar, in the praises of ALLAH
ﷻ, and of Tauheed, (the oneness of Allah  )ﷻenhances the feelings,
and makes the feeling of the love for Allah ﷻwell up in one’s heart.
Most of the Ash’aar that we recite were written by Hazrat Khwaaja
Aziz-ul Hassan Majzoob �, who was one of the Senior and Select
Khulafaah, of Hazrat Moulana Ashraf ‘Ali Thaanwi �. Hazrat Khwaaja
11
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Aziz-ul Hassan Majzoob �, was also a great Aashiq (lover) of Hazrat
Moulana Thaanwi �. Other Ash’aar are written by Hajee
Imdaadullaah Muhaajir Makki �, the Sheikh, and Murshid (Mentor)
of Hazrat Moulana Ashraf ‘Ali Thaanwi �.

The Need to Learn Urdu
What stems from the advice of reciting the Ash’aar, is the importance
of learning and knowing Urdu. Knowing, or rather, not knowing the
language is no small matter. Let us discuss why. Hakeemul Ummat,
Mujaddid-e-Millat, Ashraful ‘Ulema, Mujaddid-e-‘Aalam, Hazrat
Moulana Ashraf ‘Ali Thaanwi � was a scholar, and authority of Deen,
who we know only by name. But if we study his life and works, we will
get some idea of what a great personage he was. It was he who said
that in these times it is Fardh to learn Urdu. Especially for those
Muslims who are connected to the Sub-Continent, that is India and
Pakistan. Actually, more so India, because during that time, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, and Burma, were all part of India. Allah  ﷻhas made it
such that our Deen came to us via India. Therefore, the most
important vehicle for us to acquire Deen is language. Hazrat Mufti
Shafee Saheb �, Mufti-e- Aazam (The Grand Mufti) of Pakistan, has
written that a person’s culture is associated and directly related with
language. Our culture is our Deen and our Deen is written in the
language from which we have our roots in. For us to get the Mizaaj
(the natural feeling) of our Deen, we will acquire it from our language,
and in our case, it is the Urdu language. During the nineteen sixties,
there were movements worldwide, that wanted to rid communities of
learning Urdu and Gujerati, and in place Arabic should directly be
taught, these movements were established in South Africa as well. This
12
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argument on the surface seems to be a logical argument, which the
Salafis use among their many other arguments as well. As I said, it
appears to be logical on the surface, and everyone will fall for this
argument, because according to all, it is right, we must learn Arabic,
our Quraan Shareef is scripted in Arabic etc. This is another case of
Shaitaan’s fraud.
At this point, I would like to move a little away from the topic to give a
clearer and more understandable picture of how Shaitaan puts his
fraudulent plans into action. Our Sheikh Daamat Barakaatuhu says that
when Shaitaan wants to defraud a person, then he shows the person a
sample of a particular commodity that he intends to supply. This is
very much like travelling Sales Rep of days gone by. They would travel
the length and breadth of the country, carrying bags of different
samples, and they would show the samples to prospective buying
retailers. The retailer would then place an order of quantity according
to the sample he sees, and the product would then be sent to the
retailer. Should the Sales Rep show the retailer a sample of an
excellent, high quality product, and then after the order is placed, send
inferior, low quality, dirty supplies to the retailer, who would ever
want to see that Sales Rep again? All the Retailers will concur in saying
that that Sales Rep would never ever be allowed to put his foot into
their shops ever again because he is a fraudster.
Similarly, Shaitaan shows the person he wants to lead astray a sample
of a woman. Outwardly, she is exceptionally beautiful. Her face, her
figure, her make-up, and dressing, but then, when he produces the
goods, that is when the person gets involved in an illicit relationship
with the woman, Shaitaan, takes him to the dirtiest, filthiest, most
Naapaak places of her anatomy. If a Sufi gets caught in a fraudulent
13
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transaction of this nature, people will shave his beard off, saying,
“What is this person doing? He is supposed to be so pious, but he has
dropped to this level”. They will snatch away his topee, and pull his
Amaamah off saying, “You are not fit to wear this, what have you
done”? This is the work Shaitaan does. He shows what seems to be
good superficially, and when he delivers, he delivers filth.
Hazrat Daamat Barakaatuhum puts it in a very beautiful way. Generally
in Urdu the word “sample” is pronounced “saampul”. Hazrat says that
Shaitaan takes you onto a “Pul”. “Pul” means bridge in Urdu. So by
showing you a nice sample, he takes you to the top of a bridge, and
from the bridge he throws you down. The respect that took you years
to earn, and the reputation you have built over generations go down
the drain in a matter of a few seconds. In one of his poems Hazrat
Daamat Barakaatuhum asks, “What did you get from Ishqe Majaazi
(illicit love)? The Izzat (respect) that you earned in 20;30;40 years gets
thrown into the gutters”. This is the result of Ishqe Majaazi, and this is
how Shaitaan deceives us.
Coming back to Shaitaan’s deceit with regard to learning the Arabic
language, at this point, let me be the first to admit, yes, the Arabic
language must be learnt ‘Sar Aankho Pe’ (it holds a very lofty place no
doubt, Arabic holds its lofty position), but Shaitaan inspires those who
are easily susceptible to his trap to learn Arabic, and what does he
deliver? Contemporary colloquial Arabic and not the Arabic of the
Quraan Shareef. He shows us the sample of our need to learn Arabic,
because it is the language of the Quraan Shareef, the Hadeeth Shareef,
Nabi-e-Kareem  ﷺspoke the Arabic language, the language of Jannat
(Paradise) is Arabic, but when it is time to deliver, then he delivers
contemporary, modern day Arabic. Here, it is very important to make a
14
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distinction, to which our mind doesn’t go. Arabic is not just a mere
word, or a language. This has to be explained. What type of Arabic?
The modern Arab is influenced by America, England, and other
countries of the West. Therefore, if we learn this Arabic, the modern
Arabic, what will the result be? The result will be that we will inherit
their culture, because, as said before, with language comes culture
too. We will not get Islam, Salaah, Saum, and the like. We will get the
culture of modern Arabic. Remember a very important principle, and
that is if a person is involved in a particular thought, practice, a belief
system, then his way of thinking will be in line with that belief system,
his attitude towards that life system will be in line too. However, if a
person is not actually involved, but he is ‘pro this’ or ‘pro that’, this
person is a dangerous person. As far as the Shias are concerned too,
the actual Shias are not as dangerous as those who are ‘pro Shia’. The
same goes for ‘Ulema. They understand what their responsibilities and
duties are. However, those who are ‘pro ‘Ulema’, who fight the case of
the ‘Ulema tend to exaggerate a lot, and say many things that are not
healthy. A person who is not a true Mureed of a Sheikh, but he is ‘pro
the Sheikh’, he will go around spreading lots of words of the Sheikh,
much of which the Sheikh, himself never mentioned, and in this
process, he causes a lot of harm. In the same way, a person who is not
a Tablighi, but he is ‘pro Tabligh’, compared to the person who is
involved in Tabgligh work would know the Usool (principles) of
Tabligh, if for example a person attacks the Tabligh Jamaat, the person
who is involved in the work of Tabligh knows that he should make Sabr
(be patient), and turn to Allah ﷻ, we shouldn’t fight back. It is not our
Usool to fight back. But the person who is not involved in the work of
Tabligh, but is ‘pro Tabligh’, will make a big noise, about the whole
issue, he will argue and fight. This is found in every case. When a
person is a loyal and genuine member of an Institute, a Daarul Uloom
or such, and should someone attack the Institute, the person who is
15
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loyal and genuine would know that he should turn to Allah ﷻ, and
Allah  ﷻwill make Khulaasa (His decision). But the person, who is ‘pro
Daarul Uloom’, will fight and argue and make a big noise. Hence, this is
one important principle that we must learn, or at least be aware of.
An Incident
Once we were sitting in a Mashwarah, in Masjide Noor in Madinatul
Munawwarah. Due to there being quite a bit of time between ‘Asr and
Maghrib Salaah in Saudia, it was a very appropriate time for us to have
our Mashwarahs during this time. The Mashwarah took place in two
rooms that are behind the Masjid, and not everyone has access to the
rooms or the courtyard of the Masjid. Among the ‘Ulema present,
were very great luminaries in the calibre of Hazratjee, Hazrat Moulana
In’aamul Hassan Saheb �, Hazrat Moulana ‘Umar Paalanpuri �,
Hazrat Moulana Sa’eed Ahmed Khan Saheb �, Hazrat Mufti Zainul
‘Aabideen Saheb �, Bhai Abdul Wahhab Saheb �, and while the
Mashwarah was in process, the grandchildren of Hazrat Moulana
Sa’eed Khan Saheb had climbed up a tree that was in the courtyard.
Someone had told Hazrat Moulana Sa’eed Ahmed Saheb � of what
had taken place. For those who knew Hazrat Moulana Sa’eed Ahmed
Khan Saheb �, during his time, and not when he reached old age,
would know that Hazrat � was very fit and agile, and his fitness and
agility was very significantly noticeable until he reached the age of
approximately eighty. Upon seeing the children, Hazrat Moulana
Sa’eed Ahmed Khan Saheb �, climbed the tree, and as he ascended,
he continued to speak to the children in a mild, cool, calm, and
collected way, so that the children would not get alarmed, and
16
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suddenly out of fright or fear miss a step or slip and fall. He then
brought the children down slowly. However he conversed with the
children continuously in Arabic, the colloquial; slang Arabic, and not
Arabic of the Quraan and Hadeeth Shareef. After listening to the
conversation between grandfather and grandchildren, Bhai Abdul
Wahhaab Saheb � said to Hazrat Moulana Sa’eed Ahmed Khan
Saheb �, “If you converse with these children in Arabic, how will
these children get the, Mizaaj (Temperament) of Tabligh and Da’wat?”
The language of the work of is Urdu. Allah  ﷻhas made it such that if
you speak to them in Arabic they will not get the Mizaaj of this work.
Such is its importance. Hazrat Moulana Sa’eed Ahmed Khan Saheb,
himself was a proponent of speaking the Arabic of the Quraan and
Hadeeth Shareef. This is well known among the old workers, those he
could trust, and his confidants, he used to stress and disincline towards
the speaking of colloquial and slang Arabic.
Coming back to the Salafis, when they tell us to learn Arabic, they do
not specify that Quranic Arabic must be learnt. It is common advice
from our Elders of Tabligh and Da’wat that Taaleem (Tutorage) made
in Urdu is very different from Taaleem made in English. They have a
completely polarised effect. That is why our Elders say that if an ‘Aalim
is giving a Bayaan (discourse), in Urdu, and one understands just a little
bit of Urdu, one should sit and listen to the Urdu Bayaan, instead of
listening to the translated Bayaan. Hazrat Moulana Muhammad ‘Umar
Paalanpuri �, used to give a very good example of this. He used to
say that the Bayaan - given in Urdu – is like an itch on the body. If one
scratches the itch one’s self, one would know exactly where to scratch,
where to scratch, how much of pressure to apply to the itch, because
sometimes the itch is a light itch, and sometimes a more intense itch.
17
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Also, as the itch moves, one would feel where the itch would move so
one would accordingly move to the spot where the itch really is,
getting full satisfaction during and after the itch. However, if the itch is
in a place one cannot reach, like on the back, one would ask the
closest person, maybe one’s spouse to scratch for one. However, the
spouse would not be able to follow the itch as one would. One would
have to instruct her to move, a little to the right, - no too much –
sometimes a little higher, sometimes lower or to the left, sometimes
requesting the spouse to scratch more intensely. Hence, similar is the
case between listening to a Bayaan delivered in Urdu compared to its
translation.
Then again, Allahu Akbar! When the enemy plot, they know that they
do not want results in ten or twenty years. They plan for at least thirty
years, that is, three generations. When the language issue raised its
ugly head in this country, South Africa, the plot began in the 1960’s
and not with Urdu directly, but with Gujerati. It was said that Gujerati
was a ‘waste of time’, and it should be removed from the Madrasah
curriculum, making the excuse that Gujerati is not our religious
language. Strangely, everyone agreed! The catch-phrase then was, “ . .
. why burden our children ? Today’s language is English.” In this way,
Gujerati was removed as a curricular language from Madrasahs and
Makaatib. (Compilers note: I had an Ustaad, who was my Marhooma Mother, may
Allah  ﷻgrant her Noor in her Qabr, and the highest stages in Jannatul Firdose, and
may the compilation of this Kitaab be a measure of Isaale Thawaab for her, Insha
Allah. Marhooma taught a group of students, and until the late 1970’s she taught us
to read, write, and speak, and understand Gujerati. I remember with nostalgia, the
days when we would write, and recite in chorus parrot fashion, “ Kana kaynie ka;
kana kaanu Kaa; Kana rasway Kie . . .”, and “Ka kamar no ka; Kha, Khal no Kha; Gha
Ghadera no Gha . . .”, all this is lost. Only the nostalgia of having learning it remains.
Alas!)
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With regard to enemy attacking our Language, our culture, and the
root, our Religion, Hazrat Moulana Muhammad ‘Umar Saheb
Paalanpuri � gives an apt analogy of their methods. Hazrat explains:
There were three oxen, one white, one red, and one black in a field. A
lion wanted to make a feed of them but could just not attain success,
as they were very strong and they were united. The lion then met with
the white and red oxen, and explained to them that the meadow
looked so colourful and beautiful with the two of them, and it was only
the black ox that spoilt the scene with its colour, and this is how he
began his propaganda. The other two oxen agreed, but conceded that
he is their ‘brother’ and how could they see anything happening to
him. The lion replied that this aspect they should leave to him, because
when he attacks, they should merely pretend that they didn’t notice,
and look the other way. This is exactly what is happening with the
Muslim governments today. A Muslim country gets attacked by a nonMuslim force, and because the other Muslim country has allied itself to
this force it looks the other way, and pretends that nothing has taken
place. Then the lion went to the white ox, and tells him that the
meadow looks so beautiful with him, and the red ox is causing dullness
to the scene, and the same method is used to attack the red ox, and
this, then leaves the whit ox totally at the mercy of the lion. This is
exactly what is happening today – divide and rule.
Today the ‘moderate Muslim’ is liked by all, and the ‘extremist and
‘fanatic’ Muslim’ is not liked at all. This is how they got Muslim to fight
Muslim – moderate to fight extremist – then the moderates are still
not good for them, because within the moderates are some who lean
slightly to ‘extremism’. In this way they get rid of – or try to get rid of
Islam, but Islam will Insha Allah never be gotten rid of, as Allah  ﷻhas
promised that He will protect Islam. This is how Gujerati got excluded
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from the Islamic teaching syllabus, with an additional prefabrication
that it is a Hindu language. This, too, is not true. Those who know
anything about Gujerati, which is spoken by the Muslims, is completely
different from the Gujerati spoken by the Hindus in vocabulary,
pronunciation, and many other ways. Hafiz Abdur Rahmaan Mia
Saheb, �, my Ustaad, used to tell us that the Gujerati spoken by
Muslims has about 60% of Arabic content. For example, “Tamaaru
mulak kewu?” (Which area do you live in). The word ‘mulak’ is derived
from Arabic – TABAARAKAL LAZHEE BIYADIHIL MULK. Another
example, “Eewani maut thay gay” – Arabic - KHALAQAL MAUTA.
Hence these are derived from Arabic words, and we do not even
realise how many words spoken in Gujerati are Arabic words.
Remember, this is not the case with the English language – it won’t be
found in the English language. Also the ‘Mizaaj’ (temperament) of the
Gujerati language is a Deeni Mizaaj, as this is evident in the words that
are used.
Another tactic used is that it is said by many that Urdu is close to Hindi,
and Hindi is a language of India, also when speaking Hindi, there is not
much difference from Urdu, and each dialect can easily be understood
from the other. Of course, the script is completely different, but as far
as the verbal aspect is concerned, if one goes to any Hindi office and
speaks Urdu, one will be easily understood. There is a difference. Hindi
is the language of the Hindus, and our language is Urdu. A Hindu will
never be able to read Urdu, because the script and letters are of Arabic
origin. Urdu consists of between 60% and 80% of Arabic words, in fact,
a Muslim revert of Irish descent, whose name is Abdur Rahmaan
O’Brien, brought this to our notice. He has translated many kitaabs,
and he pointed out that Urdu is the vehicle of Islam in the SubContinent. When Shah Waliullaah � came with the knowledge of
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Hadeeth from Hijaaz-e-Muqaddas ( the Arabian Peninsula), and
wanted to teach Ahadeeth, he found that teaching Arabic is on its own
a mammoth task.
To divert a little, the need to qualify the last statement, some
explanation is required. Among the more difficult languages are
Arabic, English, and Latin among others, and in comparison to these
languages, the easier languages are Urdu, Gujerati, and Afrikaans
among others. The conjugation in English as far as grammar is
concerned are only six, and those are, I; you; they; we; and so forth. In
Latin, there are also six. However, in Arabic, there are fourteen.
Another point is that there are in the region of six hundred words in
Arabic that refer to a “lion”. Similarly, there are many such instances
where there are numerous words in Arabic that would be used to
describe something. Then, again, there are variations within terms.
There is a term used for a dog, and then another for the type of dog,
and so it goes on. Hence, for a person to master or to know Arabic is
not a simple task. We probably have been taught some Arabic words in
school or Madrasah, and we are under the impression that we are well
conversant in Arabic. No, the Arabic is vast, and deep, and more
intense and complicated than we may think.

This could also be the reason why Allah  ﷻdid not make it ‘Fard’ to
become an ‘Aalim’ by all means, become an ‘Aalim, make your children
‘Ulema, but it is not Fard. A minimum of six to seven years are required
to become an ‘Aalim, and this is the ‘Aalim course we have at the
Daarul ‘Uloom. The ‘Ulema of India and Pakistan laugh at us, because
the ‘Aalim course that their students have to endure extends to
between nine and ten years. They cannot imagine how we can offer an
‘Aalim course for six or seven years. Our ‘Aalimas are even more
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‘superior’, they complete their ‘Aalima course within three or four
years. The actual ‘Dars-e-Nizaami’, which is the original ‘Aalim course
that great Scholars studied, and were tutored by was a fourteen year
course, and this, after having the command of the Urdu language, and
also without ‘Idaadiyah (a bridging intermediary course that takes
approximately a year). We still call it ‘Dars-e-Nizaami’ today, but we
cut it in half.

We are living in a ‘plastic zamaanah’, (era), therefore, Allah ’ﷻs
treatment with us is meted out in an according measure. We cannot
manage studying Dars-e-Nizaami for fourteen years. Nooh � made
Tabligh for 950 years, and when the time came for Nabi-e-Kareem ﷺ,
Huzoor  ﷺmade Tabligh for 23 years. Now, more than fourteen
hundred years later, Allah  ﷻgives us the same Barakaat (blessings),
and effects, for the efforts made in a much shorter time. Therefore,
coming back to Shah Waliullaah �, Hazrat Shah Saheb � knew that
it would not have been practical for him to teach Arabic to the masses.
Hence, Urdu is a very important language to learn. Every year we
stress that everyone must learn Urdu.
When a person is not on guard, much will lead to his destruction. Like
for example, the Swahili language used to be written in Arabic script.
In some quarters it is still scripted in Arabic, but to a very small extent.
It is now written to a great extent in the Roman alphabet, which is
commonly known to us as the ‘English Alphabet’. Similarly the Turkish
language was written only in Arabic script, and now, it is written only
in the Roman script. Nowhere is it found to be written in the Arabic
script. Now efforts are being made by so called ‘enlightened Muslims’,
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for the Quraan Shareef to be written in the Roman script. Efforts are
afoot already by the enemy to have a transliteration of the Quraan
Shareef to be made. We, who have got Deen, must stand up, this is the
Jihad of our time, but if we do not stand up, we will be in the same
stride and get carried away.
Hence, they first got Gujerati out of our Madrasahs, and now many
good people, even ‘Ulema, who say that Urdu is also a waste of time,
it, too, must be taken out of the syllabus. Urdu in our Makaatib is
finished, to a great extent. There are a few Makaatib, like Marlboro,
where Urdu is still taught. The next target will be Arabic itself. Just as
they started with the three oxen. I personally went to a Madrasah in
our country, where the Ustaad (teacher) proudly professes that his
Madrasah is the best in the entire country, this because he doesn’t
teach the Arabic script. So this is already happening, and not in Europe,
America, or Canada, but in our own country, where children are not
taught

ات،بأ،( الفAlif;Baa;Taa), rather, the transliteration is taught to

them, and the teacher says that it is the best Madrasah.

There was an article written by Mufti Aashiq Ilaahi �, which is really
worth reading. In it he writes, “There is no God”, and asks how would
this be translated. It is almost impossible. He also writes that in Arabic
too, the Quraan Shareef cannot be written according to ones thinking.
A person may be proficient in Arabic, but to follow the “Khatt-eUthmaani” in writing the Quraan Shareef is compulsory, that is the
way Hazrat Uthman � had fixed the writing of the Quraan Shareef.
Therefore writing any word, verse, or such, must be written exactly as
it is written in the Quraan Shareef. Those who have studied the
Quraan Shareef are aware of this. For example, the word ‘Moulana’ in
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Arabic can be written as  مولناor موالنا, both are correct in Arabic, but if
for example an Aayat is written, then it is compulsory to maintain the
same writing as is written in the Quraan Shareef. It cannot be changed.
Another example is the word ‘Mustapha’, which can be written as
 مصطفىor مصطفا, but when it is written in the context of an Aayat in the
Quraan Shareef, it must be written as it appears in the Aayat of the
Quraan Shareef. Hence if the lettering system cannot be changed from
one Arabic text script to another, how can it be transliterated into
English? They further say that there should not be an original Arabic
text, and we should only have the transliteration, and even further, is
that there shouldn’t be a transliteration, but only a translation. This is
exactly what had happened to the Bible. Today the Jews are making an
effort to go back to the Hebrew language, to write Hebrew and so
forth, and they are teaching us to go ‘forward, and away from our
language. All these poor people who are called ‘Modernists’, are with
the Jews, with the enemies, they listen to them, and not to the ‘Ulema,
and the Deen, and the Quraan Shareef. It is very sad that these people
have nothing to do with the Quraan Shareef. They don’t want to make
Tilaawat (recite) the Quraan Shareef, nor make Amal (act on the
injunctions) of the Quraan Shareef. All they want to do is change the
Quraan Shareef. Yes, if they had Tilaawat, Amal and so on, it could be
thought about. Therefore in all our matters, not only as far as language
is concerned, but in all matters we must stick to the Quraan Shareef
and Hadeeth Shareef. The guidance is so clear in the Quraan Shareef:
ض َّل إِ َذا اهتَدَيتُم
َ يَا أَيُّهَا الَّ ِذينَ آ َمنُوا َعلَي ُكم أَنفُ َس ُكم الَ يَضُرُّ ُكم َّمن
Meaning: O ye who believe! Guard your own souls: If ye follow (right)
guidance, no hurt can come to you from those who stray, the goal of
you all is Allah. It is He that will show you the truth of all that ye do.
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We don’t have to worry about all their plotting and we don’t have to
study the Jewish protocols, and we don’t have to know the Jewish
agenda. Our lives will go into these futile studies and research, and we
will waste our time in it. All we have to do is something that burns
them greatly, and that is hold firmly onto the Quraan and Hadeeth
Shareef. This is the answer. We must not discard one Sunnat, not one
Mustahab. We must hold firmly onto our Deen, and then all their
plotting will not harm us. This is stressed by Nabi-e-Kareem  ﷺwhen
mentioning the importance of Sunnah:  عضواعليهابالنواجزwe should
hold onto the Sunnats so firmly, as we would hold firm onto something
you don’t want to let go of, hold firmly with your back teeth. We must
also hold onto our Faraaid and Waajibaat, and our Imaan will be
completely intact.

Allahu Akbar! Allah  ﷻhas made our Deen with complete protection.
If we break this protection, it is a different issue. Imaan is the core.
Then the layer that covers Imaan are the Faraaid. The layer covering
the Faraaid, are the Waajibaat. Then covering the Waajibaat are the
Sunnate Muakkadah, The layer covering the Sunnate Muakkadah are
the Sunnate Ghair Muakkadah. Covering the Sunnate Ghair
Muakkadah are the Mustahabbaat, covering the Mustahabbaat, are
the Nawaafil, and covering the Nawaafil are the Aadaab. These are all
the security fences that Allah  ﷻhas made for the protection of our
Imaan. Now, just as was the case with the three oxen, if here we omit
Aadaab, Nawaafil, and Mustahabbaat, thinking it not to be important,
eventually, the time comes when we regard Sunnats not to be
important. Next to go are the Faraaid. Our old people were very
careful of this.
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Stoffburg is a little town in the Eastern Transvaal near Middleburg.
Hajee Moosa Gardee’s father, who was living there, was a very elderly
and pious man. When we used to go there, he used to question us
asking, ”Moulana, how many Rakats are there in Zohar Salaah?” If we
would say ten, he used to be adamant, and say that there were twelve
Rakats, and he used to make sure that all the youngsters, as well as
everybody else would perform the two Nawaafil Salaah. This was the
nature of the old people. They were particular of the small things, and
we don’t seem to understand their philosophy, and their way of
thinking. We think that we are “’Aalims” or “’Aalimahs”, we know that
this is Waajib, this is Fard, etc. Sunnats are not as important. It must be
borne in mind that knowledge is not for this purpose. Knowledge is for
Amal. It is only when we are in a situation, for example when one has
woken up late in the morning and time is short just before sunrise,
then one should use ones knowledge and perform only two Rakats of
Fajr Salaah, and leave out the Sunnats. One cannot let go of the Fard
Salaah. Knowledge is to be used in times like these. The Sunnats of
Fajr can be made after sunrise. Moulana Ismail Abdur Razzaaq Saheb
� gave a very good example of this, he said that some people are
under the impression that to wear the Topi is only Sunnat, that is why
they remove it after Salaah. No, knowledge is that it is a Sunnat, and it
should be worn at all times. However, if one was working in the fields,
and while working one removed the Topi, or it was so hot that one
removed the Topi for a while, and forgot to replace it on one’s head,
and the time for Salaah came, and one realises that one doesn’t have
ones Topi, then Salaah must be performed without the Topi, so that
the Fard Salaah doesn’t become Qadhaa. This is the manner in which
one should use knowledge. Knowledge should not be used in a way
where we learn that a certain act is a Sunnah, so it can be left out.
Knowledge is not for making Bayaans only. Nowadays, our knowledge
is used to give a long, top Bayaan, on the Evils of pride, or to do things
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for name and fame, for example. If no one praises the Moulana after
the Bayaan, he says that these people are so dead, they don’t say
anything about my Bayaan. So his Bayaan was not for himself, but to
impress the people. Once, a Moulana gave a talk regarding charity.
When he went home, he saw that his wife had placed three big pots
on the stove. He asked, “What is going on here?” She replied that she
had heard his talk regarding charity, and the virtues on spending on
the poor, feeding them, and so forth, that is why she was inspired to
act upon his advice. He replied that the talk he gave was for other
people, and did not pertain to them. He actually had intended that
others should listen to the talk and feed them. This is how we mis-use
our knowledge. The talks we give are very flowery and nice, but they
are trimmed to only consist of the basics, then, ultimately, the basics,
too, get trimmed.

It is like a person with a beard who knows so many mas’alaas
regarding trimming the beard, and how much one is allowed to trim
the beard, and he trims his beard also accordingly, until ¾ of the beard
is trimmed off. As our Sheikh Daamat Barakaatuhum says:
يتباچر؛اگلافرلغبال
Meaning:

Three over four (3/4)
And the beard is no more

So we know, our ‘knowledge’ tells us that we can cut here, trim there,
and we do so, until only a thin line remains. This thin line will also
eventually ‘fly off’ easily, should any small thing occur, off goes the
beard, but if one has a full beard, it won’t go off so easily.
So, after a long digression, we come back to the topic of the
importance of knowing our language, and the same with all other
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aspects, like our dressing, and aspects of our day to day lives. We must
try to maintain the whole of Deen. We should not think that these are
‘small matters’. Categories in Deen, like Waajib, Sunnat, Mustahab,
came much later. During the times of the Sahaabah �, they knew that
they had to practice on all aspects of Deen. All things were equally
important, They never differentiated between a Sunnat, or Mustahab
act. May Allah  ﷻgive us the realization the importance of our
language as well. Also, we must remember, that to attain the point of
proficiency in Arabic to understand Quranic Arabic is very difficult, but
Urdu, as I explained, is comparatively much simpler. Hence, we
promote the idea that our children should learn Arabic only, and they
would then lose their understanding, of Gujerati, Urdu, and to their
detriment, they would learn the Colloquial, slang Arabic.
If we were to hold onto the Urdu language, we have still got our great
‘Ulema and Elders in the Sub Continent, and contact with them would
be easy. The entire work of Tabligh and Da’wat is documented in Urdu.
There are no great ‘Ulema who have done extensive studies and
research in Deen as far as English is concerned, so we are left without
any leaders. In the land of the blind, the one-eyed is king, so those who
can communicate in English and have only a little knowledge of Deen,
or those who know Deen, and can speak just a little bit of English, are
followed, and we have deprived ourselves of our Legacy of Islamic
knowledge, and it perhaps will not be an exaggeration to say that
there is not as much Islamic literature in Arabic as there is in Urdu. I
think that I will be correct in saying that literature on Islam is found
most in the Urdu language than any other language spoken today. May
Allah  ﷻgrant us the understanding of the importance of the Urdu
Language.
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In our country, the medium of Islamic communication is unfortunately
English. We are seated here in a Masjid, in a Khaanqah, in a Daarul
Uloom, and we are speaking English. This really is very unfortunate.
The result of this is, that the South African Muslim will sign petitions
and make a big noise that we should have the squat pan (flat) toilet at
the airport. We are Muslims, and so many of us use the squat pan
toilet. The same goes for the one stop Ultra City filling stations and so
forth. We hold the franchisees to ransom saying that we are their
patrons, and they have to service our needs. So the authorities and
franchisees comply. However the homes of the general Muslim, and
also the homes of good people, religious and learned people are not
equipped with a squat pan toilet. If they do have a squat pan, then
they would have it in a toilet that is least made use of, like the toilet
outside, and the toilet we use the most is the high pan toilet. We give
excuses for the use of the high pan, excuses like what if our legs begin
hurting. The couple are still young, but they make themselves Ma’zoor
(excused) from now. If a person is genuinely excused, then it is a
different story. Hence, they make themselves Ma’zoor, and Allah ﷻ
then deals with them accordingly. This is amply evident today, as many
people are forced to use the high pan before they really reach the age
where they actually would. Our Sheikh Daamat Barakaatuhum is so
against this. We were once in Stanger, and an ‘Aalim who was the host
asked Hazrat, “Do you want to use the high chair toilet?” Hazrat
immediately said, “I am not a Chairman! Here you become a chairman
by sitting on a high chair toilet. You can’t become a chairman in society
or any community organization so you put a chair toilet in your house,
so at least every now and then for five minutes you can become a
‘Chairman’.”
We were in Reunion with Hazrat, and we were in a town, which is by
altitude virtually at sea level, where none of the homes have a squat
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pan toilet. One person had a squat pan toilet, but his house was high
up upon a mountainous road. The time was after Esha Salaat, and
Hazrat expressed the need to relieve himself, and the situation was
explained to Hazrat regarding the non availability of the squat pan
toilet. Hazrat replied that he would prefer using the squat pan toilet,
despite the long, winding road up the mountain, and the return
journey, as well as the time it would take. Hazrat stayed at the venue
for a few days, but he used to take the arduous daily 30 minute return
drive just to make use of the toilet. Companies who used to
manufacture the squat pan toilets have gone out of business, as there
is no demand for them anymore. These toilets now come to us in
another form, and people who opt for it have no choice but to buy
them. They are now manufactured so narrow, that it is awkward and
inconvenient to use these toilets. We have been taught to this extent,
that the womenfolk especially say that the high toilet is cleaner than
the squat pan. What is actually being said is that the high toilet is
better than the Sunnah!
The first Ijtimah held in Europe was in 1972. It was held in Dewsbury,
England. It was also a very major event that took place for Muslims,
non-Muslims, and especially the Burroughs Authorities of where this
Ijtimah was taking place. Many people from all walks of life and from
many places had attended. Marhoom Hajibhai Padia �, was also
among the attendees. The Authorities at that time did not want to give
permission for the installation of squat pan toilets to the Ijtimah
organising Committee, because they didn’t even know how the squat
pan worked. No matter how the Ijtimah committee tried to explain to
the Burrough Authorities the need for the use of the squat pan, they
would just not consider. Then Haji Bhai was called upon to do
representation regarding this matter. Haji Bhai, being the simple and
practical person that he was, also had a very simple way of putting
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things across. He didn’t use big terms and extended speech. When he
met the Minister, he explained to him what the high pan meant for us
as Muslims in terms of purity and cleanliness, and all he said, was with
the high pan it was “one for me, and one for you.” One goes down,
and one comes up, and messes everything up as far as purity is
concerned. This is when the Minister understood. All the other
sophisticated language and arguments didn’t make sense to him.
However, after Haji Bhai’s simple explanation, he understood, and
consented to the squat pan being constructed.
Allahu Akbar! Where did the topic start, and where have we digressed.
The intended topic was Zhikr, but this is a very important subject.
Alhamdulillaah! Many of our Saathees (friends) explain the benefit
they derived from these talks. Some have started learning Surah
Tabaarak, after the virtues had been discussed, after having spoken
about Coke, many people phone in to say that they had given up what
they had, and got rid of it. Others have remedied many other aspects
when they had come to learn of the detriment. Thus, after this talk, it
would be a great boon if some Friends report back to say that they are
determined to learn Urdu, or that they have started learning the
language, or in six months report back to say that they now can
converse in a few sentences. These things make us happy when we
start getting feedback relating to results. My father-in law, Hazrat
Moulana Zubair ‘Ali Saheb �, was a pious Buzurg, a Sheikh-e-Tariqat
in the Naqshabandi Silisilah. When he learnt that the Government of
the time was placing a lot of stress regarding the speaking of Afrikaans
in those years, the late 1950’s, and early 1960’s, he was quite old, just
a few years before he had passed away, but he started learning
Afrikaans as a necessity of the day. For us, learning Urdu is a necessity.
Let us not feel that we are too old, or that we do not need it because
we get translations, or that there is enough English literature. On the
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contrary, we must make it a point to learn. Then, when we follow the
Ash’aar (poems) in Urdu, we will feel the enjoyment. Those who
understand Urdu say that they feel a greater enjoyment when they
understand the Ash’aar. We will also appreciate it. Let us use this as a
starting point. We stress this every year, and though, like today it was
discussed by the way, but this is a very important topic. We must make
a determined stance regarding the learning of Urdu, and mastering it,
and it should be instilled in our homes too. Haji Bhai Padia made it a
rule in his home, that child or grandchild who said a word of English
would pay a fine of five cents – it was a lot of money for children at
that time, and at the end of the month, or on a Friday, he would give it
back to them as spending money.
Let us keep our language in our homes. Indian people in Saudia have
made it a law to speak Urdu or Gujerati in their homes, when they are
outdoors, they speak Arabic. Let us make some effort to hold on to our
language, or else we will lose it. Another thing is that no matter how
much we speak English, our tongues are never going to get white.
Similarly, no matter how much we use the high toilet, our bottoms will
never become white. Allah  ﷻhas made us Indians, we will be Indians.
We are Gujeratis, why must we be shy? The person who is shy, is shy
to be what he is, that person is not worth living. How can it be
conceivable that if our language is Gujerati, and we are shy to be
Gujeratis, or if we are Indians, and we are shy of our culture, and our
ways? The beauty of Islam is not only for the Arabs. An Indonesian
must remain Indonesian, but he must be a Muslim too. If you are
Black, a Zulu, or a Xhosa, of South Africa, you should keep your
language. Be who you are, but remember, you are a Muslim. Be a
Gujerati and show that Islam is with the Gujeratis too. The same goes
for Punjabis, the Turkish, the Chinese, and all Muslims of various
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nationalities. Islam is with all of us. Embrace Islam, but hold onto your
language. Why did Allah  ﷻmake different languages?
ُ َو ِمن آيَاتِ ِه َخل
َض َواختِ ََلفُ أَل ِسنَتِ ُكم َوأَل َوانِ ُكم إِ َّن فِي َذلِكَ ََليَات لِّل َعالِ ِمين
ِ ق ال َّس َما َوا
ِ ت َواْلَر
(Surah Ar Rum Aayat 22)

Meaning: And among His Signs is the creation of the heavens and the
earth, and the variations in your languages and your colours: verily in
that are Signs for those who know.

This is one of the signs of the Great Power of Allah ﷻ. Then again
within languages are different dialects and we want to ‘finish off’ the
Qudrat of Allah ﷻ. Allah ’ﷻs Qudrat is with every language of the
world, so let us keep our language. By speaking English we will not
become Englishmen. Let us be who we are, and let us make Shukr to
Allah  ﷻfor making us who we are. So Insha Allah, let us learn these
Urdu Ash’aar and experience the difference, not only in our Zhikr, but
in our Deen, in our Ta’alluq (connection) with our Akaabir (Elders).
May Allah  ﷻgive us Taufeeq, and proper understanding of how the
enemy are plotting against us from distances and hitting us under the
belt. We are not aware of it; instead, we are happily accepting
whatever they are supplying to us.
واخردعواناانالحمدهللا ربالعلمين
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